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HJC IBEX 2.0 AG2R CITROEN
Bicycle Helmet r. L

Price 276.29 €

Availability
Available

Number 50020406

Producer code 81242503

EAN 8804269653753

Product description

HJC IBEX 2.0 AG2R road helmet CITROEN

 

The HJC Ibex 2.0 road helmet is an ultralight road helmet designed for comfort and optimal ventilation. Its unique 
shape improves aerodynamics and allows for faster heat dissipation. The presented model features the unique paint job of
the AG2R CITROEN team.

Tested in HJC's proprietary wind tunnel, the Ibex 2.0 helmet features the Venturi Dynamics system, an adaptation of
Bernoulli's law that improves ventilation and minimizes drag force. The Ibex 2.0 is ideal for intense exertion, or riding in hot
weather.

 

 

Fit and comfort are the most important features of HJC helmets. The technical department has patented the
following revolutionary features to improve comfort while riding:
 

COOLPATH

This is a new technology patented by HJC. A special liner creates a space between the head and the helmet allowing
cool air to flow around the head. Improves comfort while riding. The flow of cool air, the lightness of the helmet
and the perfect fit provide an excellent riding experience.

SELFIT 

Selfit is an automatic self-adjusting fit system that is a revolution in bicycle helmet fitting.Once the helmet is
sized to your head, it requires no further adjustment.The SELFIT system automatically corrects the fit and
ensures comfort for your head.

5-STEP ADJUSTMENT
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The 5 attachment positions of the latches provide virtually seamless adjustment of the fit. Comfortable use is
assured regardless of head size or shape. The user will have a perfectly fitting helmet every time.

ADVANCED VENTILATION SYSTEM

Bernoulli's law was used to achieve maximum ventilation. Air flows through channels whose cross-sectional
area increases causing a reduction in static pressure at the inlets to the channels. This results in faster airflow
over the head and increased extraction of excess heat and moisture. The result is optimal ventilation of the
head while riding.

AERODYNAMICS

HJC designers and engineers became experts in helmet aerodynamics and ventilation when designing racing
helmets for MotoGP. Commercially available aero helmets, as the name suggests, are more aerodynamic than
classic bike helmets. Most often, however, at the expense of poorer ventilation.With HJC helmets, there is no
question of compromise. HJC offers arguably the best ventilated semi-aero helmet on the market.

 

Technical specifications:

Weight approximately 200 g (±10 g)

16 ventilation holes

Built-in openings for goggles

Self-adjusting occipital brace

Antibacterial inserts

Available in three sizes (S - 51-56cm, M - 55-59cm and L - 58-61cm)

 

Kit contents:

HJC IBEX 2.0 AG2R CITROEN road helmet.

Spare inserts

Helmet bag
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